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T

he pandemic
delayed the 90th
anniversary of NAK’s
annual meetings for
a year, but the timeliness of the theme
and the quality of the
presentations were
well worth the wait.
Melinda Solmon
Although conditions
dictated a virtual meeting, the limitations
inherent in that format did not diminish the
powerful message of the program. The
program advisory committee headed by
Brad Cardinal (FNAK #475, Oregon State
University) did an excellent job under very
challenging conditions and we are all
grateful for their efforts. They organized
an outstanding cadre of speakers who
addressed a broad range of topics related
to Kinesiology’s Social Justice Imperative.
The thought-provoking sessions generated

meaningful discussions about the issues
that we face with regard to justice, equity,
diversity, and inclusion (JEDI) and the
responsibilities that we have as a profession to address those concerns.
As I reflect on the meeting, there was a
clear call to action to build on this year’s
program from both conference speakers and
participants in the chats and discussions.
There were many strong voices cautioning against merely articulating support for
concerns about JEDI in our field and challenging us to go beyond that to advocate
for and participate in sustained action that
can engender desperately needed change.
One way to operationalize an overarching
goal for JEDI initiatives is to work toward
leveling the playing field. In writing this
column I gave some thought to what that
phrase really means. As I often do, to spark
my thought processes I googled the term
and read a bit about it. According to “The
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Free Dictionary1” a level playing field is “a
situation that is balanced and fair.” If the
playing field is level, no individual or group
has an inherent advantage over others, and
we all have an equal chance for success.
Opportunities are open and available to all
people, and the fundamental belief is that,
if the playing field is level, with hard work
everyone can thrive.
It seems that everyone should agree, at
least in theory, that the playing field should
be level. The question that follows, however,
is whether that is a possibility. Can the
field really be level? Or is that an illusionary notion that is an unattainable quest—a
holy grail of sorts. The presentations in
the NAK program session entitled “The
Body as a Place of Controversy” are especially relevant to this conversation. George
Cunningham2 (FNAK #558, Texas A&M
University) examined the issues revolving
around the participation of transgendered
athletes while Vikki Krane3 (FNAK #479,
Bowling Green State University) explored
the experiences of females excluded from
competition based on naturally occurring
levels of testosterone. The efforts to regulate participation (i.e., exclude individuals
from engaging in competitive sport) are
veiled in the rationale that the exclusion of
these groups or individuals will level the
playing field for girls and women in sport.
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Krane pointed out that athletes often have
characteristics that make them exceptional.
For example, height is an advantage in
basketball, as well as many other sports.
We do not, however, consider barring individuals from a sport when they exceed a
certain height. From this viewpoint, it is
apparent that a level playing field cannot
always be accomplished. In many contexts, including sport, education, health
care, the workplace, and countless other
arenas, there are a myriad of factors that
intersect to create a playing field that is
uneven. Some individuals or groups may
be privileged over others in ways that cannot be mitigated. A taller person will almost
always have an unfair advantage over a
shorter person in basketball, and there
are countless other examples of situations
where an unfair advantage exists that may
be very difficult to mitigate.
A holy grail is defined as “an object or
goal that is sought after for its great significance.4” Although it is something that is
highly desirable, it is also something that
by definition is very hard to achieve. So, a
level playing field may be a holy grail that is
seemingly unattainable, but it is undeniably
a worthwhile pursuit. So, to move forward
with our social justice imperative, we may
need to embrace a two-pronged approach.
First, we must strive to make the playing

field as level as we can. That can mean not
only making concerted efforts to promote
diversity and inclusion in membership and
leadership, but also providing information
and education to others about disparities
and inequities, effective mentoring, and
making every effort to ensure that everyone
has fair and equal opportunities. Additionally, understanding that a level playing field
is often far from a reality, we also need to
empower individuals who may operate at
a disadvantage to overcome obstacles,
negotiate difficult terrain, and ultimately
prosper.
Each year the NAK President has the
opportunity to appoint President’s Committees to provide service to the Academy
to address special concerns or issues. In
response to the call to action that echoed
throughout the 2021 NAK Meeting, I am
appointing a JEDI committee that will be
charged with the task of developing a plan
to build on the foundation of this year’s
annual meeting to identify and implement
strategies that will enrich the NAK and move
our social justice imperative forward. If you
are interested in being involved with the
committee’s activities, please let me know.
As we move forward into the 2021-2022
year, the financial viability of the NAK continues to be a priority. During his term as
President, Dave Perrin (FNAK #401, Univer-
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sity of Utah) led the executive committee
to address financial concerns and develop
plans to generate income with the goal of
achieving financial stability. Last year as
NAK President Ron Zernicke (FNAK # 503,
University of Michigan) continued that work
by appointing the Presidential Committee
on Financial Stability (PCFS) and I have
asked that committee to continue their
work. Thanks to Dave and Ron for their
outstanding leadership in these difficult
times and to Secretary-Treasurer Thelma
Horn (FNAK #565, Miami University of Ohio)
who chairs the committee and Al Smith
(FNAK #522, Utah State University), Brad
Hatfield (FNAK #452, University of Maryland), Debbie Rose (FNAK #447, California
State University, Fullerton) , and John Dunn
(FNAK #361, Southern Illinois University)
for their continued service.
The National Physical Activity Plan (NPAP)
has undergone restructuring over the past
couple of years. Dave Basset (FNAK #495,
University of Tennessee) has served as
the NAK representative to the NPAP in the
past and continues to serve on the steering committee. He provided this update
on recent activities:
In 2020, the NPAP joined with the National
Coalition for Promotion of Physical Activity
(NCPPA) and the Physical Activity Society
to form a new non-profit organization, the
Physical Activity Alliance (PAA). AdminisNAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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trative support is provided by University of
South Carolina and AHA with some staffing
help from CDC. Over the past year, activities of the PAA have included:
- introduction of a Military Sector to the
National Plan, chaired by Dan Bornstein
of The Citadel
- a webinar series
- a congressional briefing to introduce
policy priorities and the new Congressional
PA Caucus (formerly the Congressional
Fitness Caucus)
- release of a position paper on Physical
Activity for Preschoolers During the COVID
Pandemic -a congressional briefing on “The
Urgency of Addressing Physical Activity
During and After the Pandemic”
-advocacy for passage of a Congressional bill (HR 2094) that would require
updating the U.S. Physical Activity Guidelines at 10-year intervals
-advocacy for passage of a Congressional bill (PHIT), Personal Health Investment Today Act
- a letter to President Biden reaffirming
the important role of the President’s Council
of Sports, Fitness, and Nutrition
Dave Bassett explained that the PAA has
organizational memberships rather than
individual memberships. It is not financially
feasible for NAK, as well as many other
smaller organizations, to pay the annual
membership dues required to have a seat

on the PAA Board. Russ Pate (FNAK #310,
University of South Carolina) and Harold
Kohl (FNAK # 468, University of Texas at
Austin) serve on the PAA board. The PAA
membership committee is considering proposals that will allow smaller organizations
to join at a lower membership fee. We will
monitor developments through the NAK
Fellows who are involved and advocate
for a viable avenue that will enable NAK
to play a role in the PAA.
There were many positive outcomes from
the 2021 NAK Meeting. In addition to the
thought-provoking program sessions, we
inducted an outstanding class of 12 new
fellows, recognized two stellar Hetherington Award Recipients, and were able to
interact and socialize with other fellows to
the degree possible in a virtual format. We
were also successful in making the program
materials available to individuals and at an
institutional level which provided positive
visibility for NAK. Making the content of
the sessions accessible to a broader audience can serve to enhance kinesiology
programs at many levels and increased
opportunities for international fellows to
be involved. It was clear in the virtual sessions that most all of us long for the option
of attending the meetings in person, but
our hope is that we have learned from our
experiences that the broader audience
made possible by the virtual format can
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be beneficial. Moving forward we hope to
take advantage of a blended format that
will facilitate involvement in NAK.
I am looking forward to a productive
year for the academy and deeply honored
to have the opportunity to serve as NAK
President. I express my sincere thanks to
outgoing members of the Executive Committee Dave Perrin (Past-President), Jenny
Etnier (FNAK #525, Member at Large, University of North Carolina, Greensboro) and
Patricia Vertinsky (International Member at
Large, University of British Columbia) for
their outstanding service and leadership.
I am also pleased to welcome Presidentelect Bo Fernhall (FNAK #455, University
of Illinois at Chicago), Member-at-Large
Sandra Shultz (FNAK # 530, University of
North Carolina, Greensboro) and Doune
Macdonald, (International Member-at-Large,
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The University of Queensland, Australia) to
the executive committee and thank them
for their willingness to serve the NAK.
The events associated with the pandemic have been life-altering in many ways.
The cancellation of last year’s meeting
and the necessity of holding this year’s
meeting virtually presented formidable
obstacles. As last year’s President, Ron
Zernicke merits special words of thanks for
his leadership during a taxing year. Dave
Perrin, and Brad Cardinal adapted to the
changes in the program schedule resulting
from the meeting cancellation and extend
their commitments beyond their original
timeframes. They have all gone the extra
mile to carry on the activities of the academy in challenging circumstances and we
all owe them a debt of gratitude for their
service. Ron and Dave have identified a

great theme for next year’s program that
will build on the momentum generated this
year. I am excited about the plans for the
2022 annual meeting and very optimistic
that we will be able to gather in Providence,
Rhode Island for a great conference.
https://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/a+level+
playing+field
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P resident -E lect C olumn

Fate, Luck, Divine Intervention or None of the Above?
By Bo Fernhall (FNAK #455), NAK President-Elect

W

riting my first
column as
p re s i d e n t - e l e c t
made me reflect on
our profession, the
state of our country,
the COVID-19 pandemic and what I
am going to make
Bo Fernhall
for dinner. These are
all daunting topics with no clear answers
(well maybe not the dinner part), which
gives many of us a feeling of uncertainty.
Who would have thought that almost two
years after the start of the pandemic we
are still in another surge due to the Delta
variant causing close to 2,000 deaths
per day; even though we know vaccinations can protect us? Who would have
thought that protecting our democracy
from ourselves is a major topic on the
national news channels almost a year
after our last presidential election? And
who would have thought that we have
finally put an intense focus on diversity,
equity, inclusion, and social justice across
the country, over 50 years after the Civil
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2

Rights Act of 1964? These events have
influenced and shaped our profession in
profound ways and for many of us these
recent events have drastically changed how
we think about and pursue our daily lives.
We have all been challenged in ways we
likely never thought possible. It would be
easy to say, “well that’s fate and I can’t do
anything about it.” However, as our recent
annual meeting showed us, not only can
NAK members make a difference, but it
is also our obligation to do so! So many
of the presentations under the meeting’s
theme Kinesiology’s Social Justice Imperative, not only highlighted the issues, but
also provided impactful suggestions, some
of which may at least provide the beginnings of potential solutions. We can work
together to promote not only awareness of
social justice, diversity, equity, and inclusion, but also to help provide opportunities to make our society more just, more
equitable, more diverse, more accepting
of diversity, and more inclusive. NAK is
an organization of leaders and I believe
we should heed the words of John Quincy
Adams: “If your actions inspire others to

dream more, learn more, do more and
become more, you are a leader.” I hope
we can all seize the opportunity to inspire
others to create a more just, equitable,
diverse, and inclusive world.
I want to express my sincere gratitude to
Brad Cardinal (FNAK #475) and the entire
planning committee for putting together a
wonderful and thoughtful annual meeting.
Most of all, I want to thank all the presenters
for their excellent, inspiring, and thoughtprovoking work! Also, I want to thank and
recognize Kim Scott, NAK Business Manager, whose excellent administrative and
organizational talent provided the foundation
for our meeting success, as well as for the
daily work of our organization. There was
certainly no Fate, Luck or Divine Intervention involved in the success of our annual
meeting!
I am both honored and humbled (and
a bit nervous) to serve as President-Elect
of NAK. Our organization has had strong
leadership throughout its history, including
our current leadership, Melinda Solmon
(FNAK #472), President and Ron Zernicke
(FNAK #503), Past-President. Thus, I am,
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as I would expect everyone in this position
would be, a bit apprehensive regarding my
ability to live up to expectations and precedent of the office. I am, however, both
optimistic and enthusiastic about the about
future of the Academy and the impact we
can have. One of my duties as presidentelect is chairing the Standing Committee
on Nominations and Election of Officers for
the upcoming year. Debra Bemben (FNAK
#590, University of Oklahoma), Ang Chen
(FNAK #496, University of North Carolina,
Greensboro), Maureen Smith (FNAK #543,
California State University, Sacramento),
and Anthony Kontos (FNAK #577, University of Pittsburgh), will serve with me on
this committee. We are soliciting nominations for three offices: President-Elect,
Member-at-Large, and Secretary-Treasurer.
Please be open to the possibility of serving
NAK in a leadership role, and please do
consider nominating individuals who are
well-positioned to provide leadership and
service to the academy. We need your help
and insight, and we do not want to ask for
divine intervention to for these nominations!
Nominations are due February 1, 2022 and
can be submitted to me or to any member
of the committee.
I realize how incredibly lucky I am. When
I first arrived in the U.S. as an international
student freshman at Southern Connecticut
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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State College (SCSC), I had no idea what
to expect. I had selected SCSC because
it was the only college I could find that I
could afford. As luck would have it (or was
it divine intervention?) SCSC had a strong
Physical Education program with exceptional
and caring faculty. I am especially grateful to Thomas Manfredi and the late Joan
Finn for their support and guidance while
there. When I decided to pursue a Ph.D., I
selected Arizona State University (ASU) for
the simple reason I wanted to see another
part of the country (probably not the advice
we should give our students). Although I
did not know much about the faculty at
ASU when I arrived, I quickly realized how
lucky I was. Gary Krahenbuhl (FNAK #325,
NAK President 2000-01, and Hetherington
Award recipient 2005) was the Department
Chair and he subsequently became Dean of
Liberal Arts and Sciences and then Senior
Vice President at ASU. Chris Wells (NAK
#289) was also on the faculty and while I
was a student, Chuck Corbin (FNAK #267,
NAK President 1989-90, and Hetherington
Award recipient 2013), Dan Landers (FNAK
#286 and Hetherington Award recipient
2009), Jim Skinner (FNAK #274), and Phil
Martin (FNAK #389 and NAK President
2012-13) also joined the department. I
had the great privilege of taking courses
and participating in research projects with

many from this accomplished group. All
were incredible teachers and researchers
(and as I would learn later, excellent leaders)
with this knack of urging their students to
the best that they could be. Considering I
selected ASU for my Ph.D. studies for all the
wrong reasons, I could not have landed in
a better situation learning from such distinguished professionals. I would be remiss
if I did not also mention the support and
guidance, I received from my advisor Bill
Stone. I will forever remember his advice:
“…science is great, but people are more
important…”. What incredible luck to have
had the opportunity to learn from and get
to know these remarkable people (or was
it fate? divine intervention? I think you’re
starting to see a theme by now).
In my fist academic position at Northern
Illinois University, I had the privilege of getting to know and work with Sharon Plowman
(FNAK #342). She taught me more about
being a faculty member than I thought possible. When I moved to Syracuse University
to become Department Chair (with several
institutions in between), I was again lucky
to receive excellent mentorship from Jay
Graves (FNAK #451) who had preceded
me in that role and moved on to the Dean’s
office. Two other faculty in the department, Jill
Kanaley (FNAK #595) and Lori Ploutz-Snyder
(FNAK #571) made my time as Chair truly
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enjoyable and equally important I treasure
the friendship we developed. During my
time as Associate Dean for Research at
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign,
I had the great fortune of working with
and learning from Wojtek Chodzko-Zajko
(FNAK #407), Eddie McAuley (FNAK #412),
Chuck Hillman (FNAK #550), Darla Castelli
(FNAK #557), Ellen Evans (FNAK #560),
Steve Petruzzello (FNAK #578), Kim Graber
(FNAK #526), Amy Woods (FNAK #544)
and Jeff Woods (FNAK #533). I am now
in my 11th year as Dean of the College of
Applied Health Sciences at the University of
Illinois-Chicago. I have been very fortunate
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to be able to rely on the sage advice and
mentoring from Toby Tate (FNAK #404) who
preceded me as Dean. I am also grateful
to Mark Grabiner (FNAK #441) for his willingness to share his wisdom and always
provide his uncensored thoughts. So, how
lucky can one person be? I very much
feel like I am standing on the shoulders
of giants who came before me. I hope the
wisdom of not only these individuals, but
also that of my friends and colleagues in
the NAK, and of course my students (who
are always willing to tell me the “truth”) will
help me assist the academy as we look to
the future. I do believe our future is bright.

We have a lot to do and a lot to accomplish.
To quote that great “philosopher” Michael
Jordan (yes that Michael Jordan): “Some
people want it to happen, some wish it
could happen, others make it happen”. I
hope that together, we can make it happen – and in that process work toward
creating a more just, equitable, diverse,
and inclusive society. So, will we need
fate, luck, divine intervention or none of the
above to reach this goal? I say hard work
and all of the above, in some form, would
be a good start.

Nomination of Officers

Criteria for Officers:

Nominations for Officer Positions (PresidentElect, Member-at-Large, and SecretaryTreasurer) should be submitted to Bo
Fernhall fernhall@uiuc.edu by February
1, 2022. You may nominate others or
yourself.

President-Elect: Active Fellow, 4 years
membership in the Academy (Fellow number
572 or below, elected in 2017 or earlier).
Secretary-Treasurer: Active Fellow, 3 years
membership in the Academy (Fellow number
584 or below, elected in 2019 or earlier).
Member-at-Large: Active Fellow, 1 year membership in the Academy (Fellow number 598
or below, elected in the year 2020 or earlier).

Other Eligibility Rules 1. Any Fellow currently holding office is eligible for nomination for the same or another office only
during his/her final year in office. 2. Two
Fellows from the same institution may
not be placed on the ballot for the same
office. 3. Nominations may be made
by all Fellows, but only Active Fellows
are eligible for President-Elect, Secretary-Treasurer, and Member-at-Large.

Nomination of Officers
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P ast -P resident ’ s M essage

Discover, Adapt & Thrive
By Ronald Zernicke (FNAK #503), NAK Past-President

A

s I prepared this
message, the
Academy had just
engaged in a stimulating annual meeting—through virtual
interactions—which
uniquely celebrated
the 90th anniversary
Ronald Zernicke
of the NAK’s annual
meetings. Bradley Cardinal (FNAK #475,
Oregon State University) served as the
Program Advisory Committee Chair for
the 2020/2021 meeting(s), and he and his
committee did a superb job of recruiting
an impressive array of dynamic speakers
to highlight the meeting theme: Kinesiology’s Social Justice Imperative. More
information about the 2021 annual meeting
is provided elsewhere in this Newsletter,
but here—for those who were not able to
register for the online meeting—I highlight
exemplar presentations to emphasize the
discover elements of the annual meeting
and to highlight that the NAK has longbeen and continues-to-be an academy of
explorers and leaders (cf. VIDEO LINKS
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2

for selected examples are provided at the
end of this message).
Discover
When I think of the word, discover, I am
reminded of a statement by the distinguished
virologist and Nobel Laureate, Dr. Luc
Montagnier, who differentiated between
“two kinds of scientists: the explorers who
set out to discover new territories—either
an island or an entire continent—and those
who occupy these territories and build
structures on them.” Without a doubt, the
NAK is an impressive academy of explorers and leaders; its Fellows constitute a
distinguished cohort of innovators and
pioneers in our field, who have generated
a legacy of science and discovery that will
endure. During the 2021 annual meeting,
Brad Cardinal1 presented an incredibly
comprehensive synthesis of the NAK’s
rich legacy of discovery and contributions to the scholarly body of knowledge
in kinesiology—The National Academy of
Kinesiology’s 90th Anniversary Meeting:
Its Founding, Focus, and Future. Brad’s
presentation trilogy is an epic saga that

inspires us to be thankful for the brilliant
leadership and scholarship that have
enabled our field to flourish and have a
positive impact on our society.
The other two video collections are
examples of how creative, brilliant kinesiology scholars are currently making real
advances in science. Here, my thoughts
aligned with a quote from another Nobel
Laureate, Dr. Albert Einstein, who said:
“To raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old problems from a new
angle requires creative imagination and
marks real advances in science.” The two
additional video links (appended) provide
clear examples of NAK Fellows raising new
questions from new angles and making
significant advances in science:
• Dr. NiCole Keith2 (FNAK #605, Indiana
University-Purdue University, Indianapolis), gave the Rainer and Julie Martens Invited Lecture, entitled: Physical
Activity: Taking Steps Toward Health
Equity. Her presentation aligned precisely with the annual meeting’s theme
of Kinesiology’s Social Justice
Imperative. NiCole focuses on trans-
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lational and implementation research
that increases physical activity participation, improves fitness, and positively
influences health outcomes while
addressing health equity.
• The third video link3 is a compilation
of the 12 TED Talks of the 2021 NAK
New Fellows. The 2021 New Fellows
continue the legacy of scholarship
excellence for the NAK, as they are
brilliant and creative in their respective
areas of expertise.
Building on the superb quality and impact
of the 2021 NAK annual meeting, planning
has been launched for the 2022 NAK annual
meeting (September 29–October 1, 2022;
Providence, RI), which is proposed as an
in-person meeting. One of the duties of
the NAK Past-President is to chair the next
year’s Program Advisory Committee. For
the 2022 meeting, Dave Perrin (FNAK #401,
University of Utah; Past/Past-President) and
I (Past-President) have agreed to co-chair
the 2022 Program Advisory Committee,
since no meeting was held in 2020. Other
members of the 2022 Program Advisory
Committee include: Melinda Solmon (FNAK
#472, Louisiana State University, NAK President), Bo Fernhall (FNAK #455, University
of Illinois–Chicago, NAK President-Elect),
Debra Rose (FNAK #447, California State
University, Fullerton), NiCole Keith (FNAK
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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#605, Indiana University-Purdue University,
Indianapolis), and Tom Templin (FNAK
#473, University of Michigan). The theme
for the 2022 NAK Annual Meeting will be:
Translating and Implementing Kinesiology Research into Society. Input related
to potential speakers and/or session topics is welcome from NAK Fellows; forward
your suggestions and ideas to any of the
members of the 2022 Program Advisory
Committee. Also, similar to the 2021 Annual
Meeting, the 2022 Program Advisory Committee is recruiting sponsors for sessions/
lectures and banquet tables (e.g., all sessions for the 2021 meeting were named/
sponsored to honor either past or current
NAK Fellows from an institution or to honor
the scholarship and contributions of a key
leader in the field). Elsewhere in this issue
of the NAK Newsletter, Brad Cardinal and
Ron Zernicke provide additional details
about sponsorship opportunities available
to Honor People, Places, Programs, and
More at the 2022 NAK annual meeting.
Adapt and Thrive
Fundamental to the ability of the NAK to
adapt and thrive has been and will continue
to be financial stability and sustainability.
Past-President Dave Perrin, in 2019, led a
Presidential Committee on Financial Stability,
and many of their proposed action items
have moved forward (e.g., establishing

the NAK Legacy Society, increasing the
number of Fellows admitted to the NAK,
raising annual dues, and enabling sponsorships of annual meeting lectures and
scientific sessions). The NAK Executive
Committee and Past-President Perrin have
continued to spearhead these initiatives,
and in the past year, progress has been
made in the process of the NAK becoming tax-exempt under the 501c3 of the
Internal Revenue Code, to recognize and
encourage philanthropic contributions
to the NAK (i.e., Legacy Society). Tied
to that, the NAK has now been officially/
legally registered as a new entity in the
State of Illinois (i.e., Articles of Incorporation were filed with and approved by the
State of Illinois). This past year, the NAK
also signed an agreement with the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
College of Applied Health Sciences, to
host the Academy. With that agreement in
place, UIUC will provide free web hosting
for the Academy, including providing the
technical expertise and time to assist with
the NAK website design and support of
its on-going function.
In other actions to bolster NAK financial
stability, this past year a Presidential Committee was appointed by Past-President Perrin
to focus on increasing financial support for
the Academy’s annual meetings, starting
with the 2021 Annual Meeting, which com-
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memorated the 90th anniversary of NAK
meetings (NAK@90 Presidential Committee).
Examples of how the NAK@90 Committee
was successful in fundraising endeavors
include: increasing registrations by sending
invitations to Emeriti Fellows and Fellows
who had not attended in the past 3-5 years
and securing sponsorships for naming of
the scientific sessions for the 2021 annual
meeting program (e.g., all sessions were
named/supported—$3000-$3500 per
named session).
Building on those efforts, as President
last year, I re-established the Presidential
Committee for Financial Stability (PCFS),
which our President Melinda Solmon has
formally re-appointed for 2021-2022. This
new PCFS is comprised of five NAK Fellows,
including the current Secretary-Treasurer,
Thelma Horn (FNAK #565, Miami University
of Ohio), who serves as Committee Chair,
and four exceptionally experienced (i.e.,
all have been NAK officers) and talented
PCFS members: Al Smith (FNAK #522,
Utah State University), Brad Hatfield (FNAK
#452, University of Maryland), Debra Rose
(FNAK #447, California State University
,Fullerton), and John Dunn (FNAK #361,
Southern Illinois University). This committee
is working closely with the NAK Business
Manager, Kim Scott, to review financial
records for the Academy, and they will
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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identify and recommend to the Executive
Committee specific actions that can be
taken to enhance the financial solvency
and solid future of the Academy.
Thank You
In closing, I wish to express my sincere and
deepest appreciation to the members of the
Academy for granting me the opportunity
to serve you as your President. It was truly
a professional and personal honor and
privilege for me. Throughout the past year, I
was blessed to collaborate with an extraordinary team of colleagues as members of
the NAK Executive Committee (EC): Dave
Perrin (Past-President, University of Utah),
Melinda Solmon (President-Elect, LSU),
Thelma Horn (Secretary-Treasurer, Miami
University of Ohio), Jennifer Etnier (FNAK
#525, Senior Member-at-Large, University of
North Carolina, Greensboro), Amelia Woods
(FNAK #544, Junior Member-at-Large,
University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana),
and Patricia Vertinsky (International Member, University of British Columbia). Brad
Cardinal (Oregon State University), as ex
officio to the EC, contributed his creative
ideas and wisdom to the EC and Academy
as our Historian, while also serving as the
Chair of the Program Advisory Committee.
And certainly not least, is Kim Scott, our
multi-talented NAK Business Manager, who

brings her highly effective and creative
organizational and management skills to
the EC and NAK.
Special thanks are also extended to our
outgoing EC officers: Dave Perrin, Jennifer
Etnier, and Patricia Vertinsky. I enjoyed our
collaborations on the EC, as I learned a
great deal from working with and sharing
ideas with you.
With each passing year, I become increasingly more optimistic about the future for a
thriving National Academy of Kinesiology,
and I look forward to continuing to collaborate with all NAK members to ensure
the fulfillment of the Academy’s potential
to make a positive impact in the profession
and society. Thank you for giving me the
opportunity to serve you.
Exemplar Presentations from the
2021 NAK Annual Meeting
Bradley Cardinal (FNAK #475, Oregon
State University) — The National Academy
of Kinesiology’s 90th Anniversary Meeting:
Its Founding, Focus, and Future
1

• Brad Cardinal’s Session Part I: https://
www.forever.com/app/users/kim-scottnak/files/de61575c-dbc1-4b51-ae0c0bac4894a0eb/4lg5uuqujvzgl7efth9x
6q9ml
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• Brad Cardinal’s Session Part II: https://
www.forever.com/app/users/kim-scottnak/files/44126c06-7fcb-4add-8505192dd9690108/4ivm121pe8g5gn4gau
u4zcgnc
• Brad Cardinal’s Part III: https://www.
forever.com/app/users/kim-scott-nak/
files/09c985cb-c0eb-4ce5-be31bfee5c4768fa/b6ax3hv002t4mbh5on9j3mx0u
NiCole Keith (FNAK #605, Indiana
University-Purdue University, Indianapolis)—Physical Activity: Taking Steps
Toward Health Equity
2

• NiCole Keith’s Session (Rainer
& Julie Martens Invited Lecture):
https://www.forever.com/app/users/
kim-scott-nak/files/079e0d01-f0ce4344-a04d-fdea22434924/du298yq5d53l3mm53bfmm9qqi
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3

2021 NAK New Fellows

• Carrie Docherty (FNAK #599,
Indiana University)
• David Edwards (FNAK #600,
University of Delaware)
• Avery Faigenbaum (FNAK #601,
The College of New Jersey)
• Brian Focht (KNAK#602, The Ohio
State University)
• Peter Hancock (FNAK #603,
University of Central Florida)
• Christopher Janelle (FNAK #604,
University of Florida)

• NiCole Keith (FNAK #605,
Indiana University-Purdue University,
Indianapolis)
• David Marquez (FNAK #606,
University of Illinois Chicago)
• Labros Sidossis (FNAK #607,
Rutgers University)
• Ellen Staurowsky (FNAK #608,
Ithaca College)
• Jeffrey Stout (FNAK #609,
University of Central Florida)
• David Vaillancourt (FNAK #610,
University of Florida)

Check out the Ted-Talks from the 2019 and 2020 New Fellows
https://www.forever.com/app/users/kim-scott-nak/albums/ted-talks-for-new-fellows/
bz7abk4ksior2xbklp13m4agf
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Congratulations to the Class
of 2021 NAK New Fellows

T

he National Academy of Kinesiology
congratulates the New Fellows Class
of 2021 on their induction into the organization. Due to the COVID-19 global pandemic, the annual meeting was held in
a virtual format and New Fellows were
inducted during the meeting of Academy
members on September 23, 2021. At that
time, sponsors read a statement describing each New Fellow’s backgrounds and
accomplishments. Each fellow received
a medallion and certificate plaque commemorating her/his induction. The induction ceremony was followed by the New
Fellows’ response provided by NiCole
Keith (FNAK #605). Please click on this
link to meet the Class of 2021. [https://
nationalacademyofkinesiology.org/SubPages/Pages/New%20Fellows] Read the
New Fellow Response on page 13 of this
newsletter or use the previous link

NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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National Academy of Kinesiology New Fellows Response
By NiCole R. Keith (Fellow #605)

C

ongratulations to
the 12 National
Academy of Kinesiology class of 2021
Fellows as we are
inducted during the
Academy’s 90th Anniversary meeting. Our
class is diverse in
NiCole Keith
terms of populations
studied including children and youth, adolescents and young
adults, older adults, underrepresented
minorities, and people with disabilities.
We also evaluate the impact of physical
activity on several disease states including cancer, cardiovascular disease, and
diabetes as well as examining mental
health. Lastly, this distinctive class has
diversity in discipline as we investigate
athletic training, psychology and behavior,
gender equity, cardiovascular physiology,
exercise, human factors, emotion, anxiety,
health equity, self-regulation, adipose tissue metabolism, healthy lifestyle behavior,
nutrition, body composition, motor control,
and social justice. We truly exemplify profesNAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2

sional diversity. While diversity and social
justice are certainly related, one cannot
and should not be replaced by the other.
Fittingly, the theme of this year’s meeting
is Kinesiology’s Social Justice Imperative.
This response led with the diversity of the
New Fellows with no mention of what we
tend to think of when diversity and social
justice are used in the same sentence.
Diversity calls to mind demographic characteristics such as race, gender, sexual
identity, disability status, veteran status,
geographic location, socio-economic status, religion, country of origin, and more.
Acknowledging that certain characteristics
can make diverse demographics vulnerable
is crucial when striving toward equity and
social justice. And recognizing that social
injustices exist makes many of us face
our own vulnerabilities because it forces
us to accept that there is a certain lack of
integrity within our society that threatens
a level of ethics that educators, scientists,
healthcare providers, and all good people
strive for in our world.
Discrimination is the act of making unjustified distinctions between humans based

on demographic categories to which they
are perceived to belong. An assumption
about discrimination is that it is an individual
practice. There is a notion that discrimination is conscious or intentional and that
good people or organizations would never
discriminate against anyone. That is simply
not true. I consider myself a good person
and like to tell a story about how I unintentionally and independently participated
in a discriminatory behavior. Last July, I
returned to campus after spending a year
at home due to COVID-19, sharing, among
other things, bathrooms with my husband
and our 18 year-old son, all day, every day.
I will not go into graphic detail about the
challenges I faced, suffice it to say, my husband and son relieve themselves differently
than I do. As I walked through the campus
buildings, I passed several all gender restrooms, waiting to find a women’s restroom.
After a successful search, I returned to my
office and realized what I had done. Not
only did I discriminate that all men used
the bathroom in the same manner as my
husband and son, but I also contributed to
threatening the very existence of all gender
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restrooms. If nobody uses them, why have
them? It was an unintentional decision by
a seemingly good person that illustrates
discrimination can be unconscious.
Regardless of how painful the process
might feel, there are particular steps that
must be taken to achieve equity and social
justice. The National Academy of Kinesiology has taken the first, important step
of acknowledging the problem. During
this meeting, we have heard presentations that show social injustice problems
arise from both people and policies and
that the problems are intersectional. While
intersectionality is typically described as
demographic characteristics that create
interrelated, interdependent, systemic disadvantage and discrimination, I would like
to take it a step further and ask us all to
consider how not only demographic diversity is affected by intersectionality but how
our multidisciplinary, professional diversity
can address this issue of intersectionality.
How do our scientific methods and new
knowledge discovery address inequities for
the better or for the worse? Many of us are
administrators and must consider whether
policies that we support or in some cases
ignore, are causing inequities. It may be
necessary to create equitable policies to
replace them. Social justice requires us
to consider who has the power for policy
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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change and policy implementation and
use a collective voice to strive for equity
and fairness. Understanding equitable
and inequitable policies is an imperative
to move toward social justice for all. It is
critical that we stop the denial. When we
say, “I don’t see your sex/gender, race/
ethnicity, sexual identity, socioeconomic
status, disability, age, geographic location, or other demographic characteristic,”
we are actually saying, “I don’t see you.”
Acknowledging and addressing our own
implicit and explicit biases can lead to
social justice.
The second important step is understanding what kinesiology has to do with social
justice. I argue – everything. For behavioral
or applied researchers in the kinesiology
discipline, understanding human experiences, environments, resources, exposures,
education, culture, social relationships, and
beliefs is necessary for tailoring physical
activity, nutrition, or sleep interventions that
will appropriately improve health outcomes.
For basic science researchers, conducting
experiments that can be translated to all
populations, regardless of demographic
characteristics, is also an imperative. As
lifelong learners and educators, it is our
responsibility to create safe spaces, not
only for physical activity, but also to deliver opportunities to address social justice

through science and behavior, especially
for disadvantaged and vulnerable populations. Establishing an environment that
supports the social responsibilities of all
who have influence is necessary for our
students, our peers, and ourselves.
The conditions of our world today make
the theme of social justice in general, and
in kinesiology imperative in particular, quite
timely. For the last 18 months, COVID-19
has shone a bright light on the health
inequities experienced by people who
are Black, Latino, living in poverty, and/or
uneducated. The need to address social
justice has never been as clear and while
this was to be the theme of the postponed
2020 National Academy of Kinesiology
meeting, the delay only further solidified
the importance of social justice. The world
bore witness to the Black Lives Matter
movement and the violence against Asian
Americans, as well as several other instances
that make our social justice work important
and relevant. Many kinesiology professionals were engaged in work related to
helping individuals without access to a
fitness center, gym, or playground remain
physically active – work that many of us
whose research focuses on vulnerable
populations have been doing for decades.
A silver lining of the COVID-19 cloud is that
it clearly demonstrated the timeliness and
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relevance of this meeting’s theme: Kinesiology’s Social Justice Imperative.
In closing, I implore those who are new to
issues related to social justice, to continue
this work for the remainder of your career
and beyond. This is not a topic that should
simply be viewed as in vogue or popular
for the times. Many demographics have
been suffering for centuries and we must
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continue to improve these conditions. Once
social justice is realized, it must be maintained and protected. Some will argue that
our efforts are misguided and a discussion
of social justice should not be part of the
kinesiology discipline. We must continue
to strive to change that narrative and build
the evidence that supports that kinesiology is the perfect discipline to address

Nomination of New Fellows
Nominations for New Fellows are due by February 1, 2022. Please complete
the nomination form according to the instructions on the form and send to Sue
Bloomfield at sbloom@tamu.edu.
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inequities and achieve social justice. Once
again, congratulations to the class of 2021
Fellows, I am honored to represent such
an impressive group. I especially appeal
to this class to carry forward and expand
upon the theme of the 2021 National Academy of Kinesiology meeting - Kinesiology’s
Social Justice Imperative, as you continue
to progress through your careers.
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Proposed Changes to the NAK Doctoral Program Evaluation
By Duane Knudson, (FNAK #588, Texas State University) Chair Doctoral Program Evaluation Committee

T

he Doctoral Program Evaluation
(DPE) Committee met
several times this
year and reviewed
the last evaluation
cycle, updated the
operating code, and
proposed changes to
Duane Knudson
the DPE for the future.
These proposed
changes were reviewed by the Executive
Committee (EC) and presented at the NAK
business meeting. Initial feedback has
been positive and the committee thanks
the fellows who have provided input. Here
is a summary of the committee’s proposal
as we continue our work.
The EC charged the DPE Committee to
transition the evaluation from a 5-year to a
3-year cycle. Given additional data analysis
and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on research, the committee recommends
the next DPE be a 3-year period with data
collected only for the last three years. This
will provide data somewhat specific to this
unique period of time, allow future DPE
Committees to evaluate how the data are
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2

affected, and what to do for future windows
of data collection.
The DPE’s second area of recommendations relates to increasing doctoral program
participation through added value of the
evaluation. The committee recommends:
1) Providing raw descriptive data to all participating doctoral programs; 2) Rebranding the evaluation as “Benchmarking and
Ranking Kinesiology Doctoral Programs”
and 3) Allowing a “NAK Benchmarked
and Ranked” logo be displayed for all
participating programs.
The third area of recommendations is
to make small adjustments to the ranking
criteria and weightings to provide a more
complete, holistic (inclusive of diverse kinesiology subdisciplines) and comprehensive
assessment. The adjustments were based
on evidence from scholarship on research
quality and program evaluation, correlations
between past DPE criteria, and reducing
bias against humanities/social science
subdisciplines. The specifics of these criteria recommendations are presented in
the image below as “track changes” from
the previous DPE criteria. A brief rationale
for the changes is also presented below.

Faculty Indices (66%)
Productivity 30%

Journal publications 1520%
Books Chapters 5%
Nat/Intl Invited/Keynote Presentations 53%
Books 7%

Funding 2622%

Federal research funds 1512%
Non-federal research funds 8%
internal grant funds 23%

Visibility 140%

Editor or Section Editorial Boards 65%
National Academy Kinesiology Fellow 23%
Other Nat/Intl Fellowships 2%
Individual and Age-normalized GS h-index 4%

Student Indices
Admissions 125% Cum. Undergrad. GPA
Selectivity 2%
GRE verbal 2%
GRE quantiative 5%

Graduate Assistant Support 13%
Doctoral publications 27%
Employment 79%

Postdoctoral positions 42%
Tenure track eEmployment in the field 35%
Other positions requiring doctoral degree 2%

Productivity: Include books for subdisciplines where this is the primary or most
significant publication outlet (Note the past
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entry for “Books” referred to book chapters).
Focus on national/international invited or
keynote presentations as these represent
greater research productivity and recognition. No longer collect refereed presentation
data given their widely varying quality and
lack of long-term utilization.
Funding: Slightly reduced to increase
weighting on visibility. Funding is not required
in all areas of research/scholarship (Martin
2020) and should not be as high as scholarly
productivity. Weighting of federal grants is
maintained as largest given their difficulty
and prestige over private grants/contracts.
Visibility: Increased emphasis on editorial
leadership, not just membership in growing
editorial boards of journals. Greater visibility
in fellowship in NAK and other national/
international scholarly organizations. Include
a holistic measure of scholarly productivity
and usage (Google Scholar h-index). The
GS h-index with required normalization
for co-authorship and the academic age
(years since PhD) of kinesiology faculty
(Knudson 2019 Kines Rev) is viewed by
some as a measure of impact or quality
of a scholar’s publication record. The normalization for co-authors and academic
age is essential given the wide variation
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in size, citation rates, and co-authorship
of various subdisciplines of kinesiology
(Knudson 2015, 2017).
Admissions: Eliminated GRE and selectivity based on NAK business meeting
feedback.
Doctoral Publications: Increased weighting for doctoral publications as a key output
program metric.
Employment: Increased weighting for tenure track positions obtained in the field and
equalized less influential positions as post
docs or other doctoral-level employment.
The 2021 DPE committee consisted
of Kim Graber (FNAK #526, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Duane Knudson (FNAK #588, Texas State University),
Sandy Shultz (FNAK #530, University of
North Carolina, Greensboro), Cesar Torres
(FNAK#531, The College at Brockport-State
University of New York), Patricia Vertinsky
(International Fellow, University of British
Columbia), and Howie Zelaznik (FNAK
#337, Purdue University) . The committee for
2022 will be Kim Graber, Duane Knudson,
Doune Macdonald (International Fellow,
The University of Queensland, Australia),
Cesar Torres, Diane Wise-Bjornstal (FNAK
#582, University of Minnesota), and Howie

Zelaznik. The NAK EC and DPE welcome
your input about the proposed changes to
the doctoral program evaluation. We are
particularly interested in fellow feedback
on operationalizing two factors that have
been proposed / noted by NAK membership as important in the past: How to
include research active faculty with major
administrative appointments and student/
faculty diversity/equity/inclusion support.
Knudson, D. (2015). Citation rate of highly-cited papers
in 100 kinesiology-related journals. Measurement in
Physical Education and Exercise Science, 19, 44-50.
https://doi.org/10.1080/1091367X.2014.988336
Knudson, D. (2017). Twenty years of authorship, sampling,
and references in kinesiology research reports. International Journal of Kinesiology in Higher Education, 1(2),
44-52. https://doi.org/10.1080/24711616.2017.1282760
Knudson, D. (2019). Judicious use of bibliometrics to supplement peer evaluations of research
in kinesiology. Kinesiology Review, 8(2), 100109. https://doi.org/10.1123/kr.2017-0046
Martin, J. J. (2020). Grants: The good, the bad, the
ugly, and the puzzling. Kinesiology Review, 10(1),
18-28. https://doi.org/10.1123/kr.2020-0013
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Kinesiology Review Update
By David Wiggins (FNAK #483, George Mason University)

I

continue to be
pleased as Editorin-Chief of Kinesiology Review (KR)
with the overall quality and progress of
the journal. Although
still concerned about
the number of manDavid Wiggins
uscripts submitted
to the journal, I am
happy to report we are receiving high quality unsolicited essays on a more regular
basis that represent the various disciplinary areas that make up the broad field
of kinesiology. Notwithstanding that fact,
there is still a need to periodically publish
special issues on topics of interest to our
readers and I would encourage all members of NAK and American Kinesiology
Association (AKA) to send me ideas about
such issues for possible inclusion in future
editions of the journal. The special issues,
it is important to note, have seemingly
been well received and appreciated by
our membership.
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The first three issues of KR in 2021 have
been published. Volume 10:1 (February
2021) includes the NAK doctoral program
review assembled by John H. Challis (FNAK
#492) of Pennsylvania State University, one
commentary, five scholarly reviews, and
one scholarly article. Volume 10:2 (May
2021) is a special issue guest edited by
Cesar Torres (FNAK #531, The College of
Brockport, State University New York) that
includes 14 essays on the “State of Kinesiology: Musings of Prominent Professionals
in the Field.” Volume 10:3 (August 2021)
is a special issue guest edited by David
I. Anderson (FNAK #515, San Francisco
State University) and Richard van Emmerik
(FNAK #512, University of Massachusetts
at Amherst) devoted to “Commemorating
George Brook’s Perspectives on the Academic Discipline of Physical Education”.
The volume also includes two essays listed
under the category “Extra Non-theme Content”. Volume 10:4 (November 2021), which
will be published shortly, is the American
Kinesiology Association (AKA) special
issue being guest edited by Alan L. Smith

(FNAK #522, Utah State University) and
Jeffrey T. Fairbrother of Auburn University
and is titled “Leading Through Times of
Uncertainty: The Future of Higher Education, Work, and Kinesiology”.
I want to inform the membership of both
NAK and AKA that I have agreed to serve a
second (and last) three-year term as Editorin-Chief of KR. I enjoy the position and
there are a few more goals I would like to
accomplish before stepping aside. My first
order of business is to expand the number
of members of the KR Editorial Board. It is
important that the Board more fully represents the diverse disciplinary areas of our
field and the increasingly diverse nature
of our membership. Lastly, I want to thank
the journal’s Executive Board and Editorial
Board for their sound advice and constant
support over the last three years as well
as the cogent assessments of manuscripts
completed by outside reviewers and the
wonderful help that the talented Human
Kinetics’ editorial staff has provided me
on an almost daily basis.
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NAK Member News
Bradley J. Cardinal (FNAK #475)
received the 2021
Richard M. Bressler
Senior Faculty
Teaching Award
from Oregon State
University. The award
recognizes longtime
Bradley Cardinal
senior faculty who
have consistently demonstrated: “(1) unusual
effort to ensure the quality of undergraduate instruction; (2) high standards for the
rigor and currency of course content and
the level of student performance; (3) direct
and significant impact upon and involvement with undergraduate students; and
(4) evidence that the candidate’s scholarly
contributions have enhanced effectiveness
in the undergraduate classroom”.
In addition, in the spirit of the Academy’s
motto, “Pass it on,” Brad is pleased to share
that his doctoral student, Alexandra Szarabajko, who mentored Veyda J. CamposHernandez (B.S. in Kinesiology in 2021),
were awarded the “Lawrence Bruya Original
Research Poster Award” at the annual meeting of the Western Society for Kinesiology
and Wellness for their presentation, “PhysiNAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2

cal education graduation requirements in
Oregon’s tertiary institutions.” Of note, Elwood
Craig Davis (FNAK #92 and Hetherington
award recipient in 1968), was one of the
society’s founders and served as its President 1956-1959 during its fledging years.
Szarabajko, A., Campos-Hernandez, V. J., & Cardinal,
B. J. (2021, October 6–8). Physical education graduation requirements in Oregon’s tertiary institutions. [2021
Lawrence Bruya Original Research Poster Award].
Poster presented at the Western Society for Kinesiology & Wellness annual meeting, Virtual conference.

Cesar R. Torres
(FNAK #531), Professor in the Department
of Kinesiology, Sport
Studies and Physical
Education at SUNY
Brockport, has been
elected vice-president (2021-2025)
Cesar Torres
of the International
Council of Sport Science and Physical
Education (ICSSPE). Established in the
1950s, ICSSPE aims to maintain “an inclusive
perspective on the different disciplines of
sport, sport science and physical education,
and of furthering a continuing collabora-

tion between them. It brings together a
wide range of scientific and professional
organizations of various sport branches
and disciplines, and creates the possibility
for interdisciplinary collaboration.”
Jeff Woods (FNAK
#533), Mottier Family
Professor and Associate Dean at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
was recently elected
to a three-year term
(2021-23) as PresiJeff Woods
dent (President-elect,
President, Past President) of the PsychoNeuroImmunology Research Society (www.
PNIRS.org). Founded in 1993, the PNIRS
is an international organization of over
4,000 members for researchers in several
scientific and medical disciplines including
psychology, neurosciences, immunology,
pharmacology, psychiatry, behavioral medicine, infectious diseases, endocrinology
and rheumatology, who are interested in
interactions between the nervous system
and the immune system, and the relationship between behavior and health.
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Thomas L. McKenzie (FNAK #370)
Professor Emeritus,
School of Exercise
and Nutritional Sciences, San Diego
State University continues to have support to study physical
Thomas McKenzie
activity opportunities
in schools, parks, and playgrounds and
recently developed another systematic
observation tool, SOMAD (System for
Observing Mask Adherence and Distancing). In June 2021, he was inducted as the
Honorary Lifetime President of The International Organization for Health, Sports,
and Kinesiology (IOHSK), a relatively new
organization with approximately 6500 registered members from over 90 countries.
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Louis Harrison
(FNAK #520) Professor at University of
Texas at Austin was
awarded the Luther
Halsey Gulick Award
from SHAPE America. Award criteria
include: (1) be clearly
Louis Harrison
outstanding in his/
her profession; (2) exemplify the best in
service, research, teaching and/or administration; (3) be recognized by members of
SHAPE America as a noteworthy leader;
and (4) be the type of person whose life
and contributions could inspire youth to
live vigorously, courageously, and freely
as citizens in a free society. This award is
the highest honor SHAPE America bestows
in recognition of long and distinguished
service to one or more of the professions.

Patty Freedson
(FNAK #368) received the Lifetime
Achievement Award
in 2021 from the
School of Kinesiology at the University
of Michigan (PE/ED
‘75, MS ‘76, PhD ‘80).
Patty Freedson
She is a Professor
Emerita and former Chair in the Kinesiology
Department in the School of Public Health
and Health Sciences at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst. This award has
been given in recognition of her leadership and service to the field of kinesiology
as well as the impact of her research in
developing and validating novel machine
learning accelerometer data processing
methods to characterize physical activity and sedentary behavior. Her original
activity monitor calibration was published
in 1998 and remains a primary tool used
by researchers around the world to estimate physical activity using objective
accelerometer sensors. Her work has
been used for the NHANES accelerometer data analysis framework to examine
population-based relationships between
physical activity and health outcomes.
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I n M emoriam

Charles “Tip” Tipton

O

n May 2, 2021, Professor Charles “Tip”
Tipton., age 93 of Tucson Arizona
passed away. He was a sports enthusiast
and runner who loved animals, nature, and
time with family. Dr. Tipton was inducted
into the Academy in 1971 (Fellow # 215)
and was the 2012 Hetherington Award
recipient.
Charles Tipton was born on November
29, 1927 in Evanston, IL the third child of
Charles M. Tipton and Elizabeth (White)
Tipton. His father was a treasurer and senior
account manager for a local furniture store
in Winnetka, IL. At the beginning of The
Great Depression, the family moved to
Dickerson, MD, a small rural town in the
Northwest region of the state that was close
to other family members. As a child he spent
his days doing chores and tending cows,
chickens and rabbits on his family’s 10 acre
farm that lacked plumbing and electricity.
He attended high school during World
War II, when many qualified science, mathematics, and physical education teachers
were not available or were reluctant to teach
in rural areas. His vocational high school
had a strong emphasis in agriculture and
animal husbandry. His senior year he was
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2

selected to lead daily calisthenics during
the physical education period and asked
to organize class indoor-outdoor sporting
events thus laying the groundwork for his
future career. Upon turning 18, he enlisted
in the Army and served for two years in the
Army of Occupation in Japan (1946-48).
The Army sent him to school to become
a physical fitness instructor, and he was
assigned to conduct basic training camps
both stateside as well as in Japan (25th
Division). After his discharge from military
service, he became a physical education
major at the University of Maryland and after
two years transferred to Springfield College MA, graduating with a BS in Physical
Education in 1952. Following graduation,
he obtained a Teaching Assistantship at
the University of Illinois, completing his
MS thesis in Physical Education under the
supervision of Thomas K. Cureton who was
the Director of the Physical Fitness Laboratory. Upon his return home after Tip’s first
visit to the University of Illinois library in
Champagne-Urbana, his wife Betty asked
him how it went. Tip threw his hands up in
the air, exclaiming, “Oh Betty, all those books
and not enough time to read them all.”

He taught physical education and
coached in rural regions of Illinois for two
years before deciding to pursue a PhD at
the University of Illinois. His initial area of
study was in Health Education and as part
of his assistantship, he provided exercise
therapy for disabled students.
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Dr. Darrell Hall’s mentorship introduced
Tip to his subsequent love of physiology.
When he and his wife Betty had the decision
about which way to go for his career, and
Tip was leaning towards the economical
one, it was Betty’s encouragement that
led Charles to pursue what he loved. And
what he loved was physiology. He changed
advisors and began work with Doc Hall
who was conducting fitness tests on 4-H
members. His work and studies led to the
development of his passion for physiology
the area where he completed his doctoral
training.
In 1961, he accepted a position as an
Assistant Professor of Research at Springfield College, which in essence was a postdoctoral experience in physiology. While
at Springfield, he worked with Dr. Peter
Karpovich learning how to evaluate and
analyze experimental data. In 1963, he
accepted a position at the University of
Iowa where he was charged to develop a
doctoral program in Exercise Physiology.
With strong support from Department Chair,
Dr. Louis Alley, the program was launched
as the first interdisciplinary PhD program
in Exercise Science. By 1986, the program
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had graduated 26 individuals with Ph.D.
degrees, of which 25 had secured academic
appointments (one individual started his own
company). In 2015, publication records of
those graduates were evaluated, and their
collective productivity was approximately
2,000 publications. Publications by his
professional “grandchildren” now number
over 3,000.
While at Iowa, he helped change the
perception about the ability of physical
education graduate programs to produce
qualified individuals to conduct exercise
physiology research. He established a B.S.
in exercise and sport sciences at the University of Iowa in the mid-1980s, which later
served as a template for a B.S. in physiology. He is recognized as well for contributions to the fields of Applied Physiology,
Experimental Biology, and the emergent
field of Gravitational and Space Biology with
NASA. He moved to Arizona to become
Director of Exercise and Sports Sciences.
As Emeritus Professor of Physiology at the
University of Arizona, he remained active
in retirement with the American Physiology
Society (APS) and the American College
of Sports Medicine (ACSM).

Under his leadership as ACSM’s 18th
president from 1974-75, ACSM authored
its first position statement and prepared to
move to national prominence. To date, Tip
remains among a select group to be honored
with both the Citation Award (1979) and
the Honor Award (1986). Over his career,
he wrote over 150 scientific publications,
authored the History of Exercise Physiology, presented at numerous conferences,
and held multiple academic appointments.
He also worked with the ACSM Foundation
to establish the Charles M. Tipton Student Research Award to recognize student
research and provide financial assistance
to participate in the ACSM Annual Meeting.
He is survived by wife Betty Tipton and
daughters Teresa, Paula, Barb, Lisa and
foster daughter Pat. The following is a quote
from his daughter Teresa: “Dad was not
just a pioneer in the development of exercises sciences and their interdisciplinary
evolution. He helped us be pioneers of
ourselves through learning. Because it
wasn’t the outcome that was important, it
was how we reached for the fullness of
our own potential.”
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I n M emoriam

Daryl Siedentop

O

hio State University Professor Emeritus
Daryl Siedentop, 82, passed away
on July 15, 2021. He was an avid golfer
and runner later in life. Dr. Siedentop was
inducted into the National Academy of
Kinesiology in 1979 (Fellow #264) and was
the 2008 Hetherington Award recipient.
Daryl was born on July 28, 1938, in Chicago, IL, and spent his childhood developing his passion for play on the south side
of Chicago. During his acceptance of the
Hetherington Award, he acknowledged the
influence of his brother Larry on his academic career. While his brother graduated
from Hope College summa cum laude and
went on to Harvard to pursue a master’s
degree followed by doctoral studies at
Oxford University in England, Daryl was, in
his words, “a mediocre economics major”
who enjoyed playing basketball and baseball
for Hope College. Those of us who were
fortunate enough to study with him, are very
happy for his lack of passion for the study
of Economics. After graduating from Hope
College in 1960, Daryl stayed at this institution for 10 years as a teacher and coach.
During that time, he earned his master’s
degree from Western Michigan University
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and his doctorate in Physical Education
from Indiana University. In 1970 he joined
the faculty in the College of Education at
The Ohio State University where he spent
the rest of his professional career.
After his first year at OSU, he recognized
the need for students in his methods classes
to see a good teacher in action. He asked
colleague Naomi Allenbaugh whether she
knew of such a person, and she recommended Bobbie Holloway who was teaching
at the Maryland Avenue Elementary School
in Bexley. This recommendation led to a
long-term relationship (44 years of marriage)
where Bobbie was both a supporter and
advisor on quality physical education. In
his 2008 Hetherington Award acceptance,
he noted that the most honest answer to
“who influenced the other more” would be
to say that it was a draw.
While at The Ohio State University, he
recruited a team of young faculty, creating
a powerful team of pedagogical teachers
and researchers in physical education
that were both friends and colleagues. As
a young professor, he attended a motor
learning conference in Canada where he
met Ann Gentile (FNAK #270). He was

very impressed by her relationship with her
doctoral students and how the dynamic of
the group lacked hierarchical posturing.
He implemented a similar model with his
graduate students and achieved a collegial relationship in which first, second
and third-year doctoral students worked
as teams. First year students learned how
to utilize research strategies, while second
year students served as data collectors for
third year students. This gave the third-year
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students experience of learning how to plan
and manage a research study. During his
career, he mentored 81 doctoral students.
Daryl’s dissertation at Indiana University
proposed the notion of physical education
being associated with Play Theory which
was rooted primarily in the work of Roger
Caillois. He sent several chapters of his
dissertation to Larry Locke (FNAK #240)
for advice on publication. This request for
guidance led to a long and productive
relationship that also included running
marathons and publications.
Daryl was one of the founding fathers
of Sport Pedagogy in North America. His
scholarly contributions to Sport Pedagogy
and Physical Education Teacher Education
are his legacy to our scholarly community.
Daryl connected the notion of play with his
experience in sport to develop an Instructional
Model called Sport Education where all children and youth could experience the benefits
of belonging to a team and cooperating with
others to achieve meaningful results. Not only
does the model promote skill development
but it also helps youngsters learn to trust and
support others as they work together toward a
meaningful goal. In the 1980’s, he consulted
with the New Ministry of Education in New
Zealand as they introduced Sport Education
as the cornerstone of their Physical Education curriculum. In 1994, he published his
first book on the subject, Sport Education.
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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During his doctoral studies at Indiana,
his closest friend was Brent Rushall, who
introduced him to the research field of
behavior analysis and the tenets of radical behaviorism. This work provided the
methodology to do productive research
on the analysis of teaching effectiveness in
physical activity settings. In the mid-1970’s
he created OSU’s first graduate class on
Single Subject Experimental Design, a
course that he taught for more than 20
years every Monday night from 7-9:30 in
Pomerene Hall.
Daryl’s contributions to Physical Education cut across four key themes (Play
Theory, Sport Education, Physical Activity
Policy and the US National Physical Activity
Plan, and Physical Education teaching and
teacher education research). His mentoring
and research with colleagues and doctoral
students brought him much pleasure and
many lifelong friends. He so much enjoyed
hearing of the achievements of those scholars; several were privileged to co-author
articles and textbooks with him.
He was highly regarded for his outstanding leadership of and service to the College
of Education at Ohio State including the
appointment as Senior Associate Dean of
the College of Education and as Interim
Dean of the College of Education. After
retiring, Daryl assumed initial leadership of
OSU’s new P-12 Project, a university-wide

outreach initiative to support urban school
improvement in Ohio. In 2005, he accepted
an appointment as research professor and
director for the Teacher Quality Partnership,
a consortium of Ohio’s 50 colleges and
universities designed to enhance teacher
quality and ensure highly qualified teachers
in every classroom.
Daryl authored several books on physical
education, curriculum planning, and sport
coaching. In recognition of his scholarly
contributions, Daryl was elected a Fellow of
the American Academy of Physical Education (later to be the National Academy of
Kinesiology) in 1979. He earned the 1984
International Olympic Committee President’s
Award (Samaranch Award), which is the
highest honor for work in Sport Pedagogy.
He was a highly sought-after and
respected international keynote speaker
and received numerous awards, including
Distinguished Alumni Awards from Hope College in 1991 and Indiana University (1995);
the Curriculum and Instruction Academy
Honor Award from the National Association
for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE)
in 1994; the Alliance Scholar Award (1994)
and C.H. McCloy Honor Award (1998) from
American Alliance for Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD); induction into the NASPE’s Hall of Fame in 2006;
the 2008 Clarke W. Hetherington Award
from the National Academy of Kinesiology
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(NAK); and AAHPERD’s highest honor, the
Luther H. Gulick Award in 2010.
Daryl retired from OSU in 2001 and was
recipient of the Ohio State Hall of Fame
Award in 2006, a highlight for him, given
his passion for and commitment to Ohio
State over many decades. In 2011, Hope
College presented Daryl (as well as his
brother Sir Larry Siedentop) with honorary
doctoral degrees as alumni.
The countless awards and recognitions
for Daryl’s achievements and accomplishments in the academy are a clear reflection of the impact he had on the field of
Physical Education. He should however
be remembered as well for other aspects
of his life. First, there was his boundless
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passion and love of sport. While never deifying it, he saw its value and importance as
something that deserves to be preserved,
supported, and enhanced. Second, the
care and commitment he showed to his
many students, colleagues, and friends
was evident in his relationships both while
they were part of the OSU program and
during their careers. Although he has left us
physically, his impact lives on with his writings and the work of his doctoral students
(and their students) as they continue the
journey that he began over 50 years ago.
Daryl is survived by his wife Bobbie,
his brother Sir Larry Siedentop in England,
Martha (Jim Kline) Holloway, Tim (Cathy
Kane-Holloway) Holloway, Ron Hutchison,

nieces and nephews Timmy, Casey, and
Caitlin Holloway, and Laura Hutchison.
A celebration of life service was held
for Daryl at 10:00 a.m. on August 6, in the
Faculty Club - Grand Lounge at The Ohio
State University.
Finally, friends and colleagues are creating a video memorial. Please consider
making a short video of your memories of
Daryl and his impact on your life. It can
be as short as 1 minute. The link is https://
www.tribute.co/siedentop-memorial/ it is
very easy to upload a video and free.
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H etherington A ward R esponses

A Series of Fortunate Events
Beverly D. Ulrich, Ph.D. (FNAK #375) 2020 Clark Hetherington Award Acceptance Speech
Introductory Remarks
I want to start by thanking the Academy,
the selection committee (Thelma Horn and
her team) and, in particular, some dear
friends who have been acutely involved in
this award because they nominated me: Mo
Weiss, Deb Feltz, Jane Clark, Jill Whitall,
Nick Stergiou, and Howie Zelaznik. To be
nominated by colleagues from across subdisciplines, who have themselves careers
deserving of this award, and from whom
I have learned so much, well that is, as
they say, priceless. I am truly honored
to receive this award, named after Clark
Hetherington. Not only was he a founding
member of what evolved into today’s NAK
and a leading scholar in our field, but he
was a champion of developmental play- a
topic that is dear to my heart and at the
core of my own research interests.
I also want to thank Dave Perrin, Brad
Cardinal, and Kim Scott. Dave and Brad
allowed me to defer my acceptance in
2020 so that, we hoped, this could happen in person. Being face to face was my
preference because spending time with
you all, learning from you, just hanging out
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2

with you are among the reasons NAK is so
special to me. And Kim, as always, is the
glue that holds us all together, assuring that
every year this conference runs smoothly,
regardless of the platform.
To conclude my introductory remarks,
I will focus on the most important person
of all to me, my husband, Dale Ulrich. We
have been together for nearly 50 years.
Tonight I will be describing a series of
fortunate events that occurred over my
career that enabled me to do the things
Mo mentioned earlier. Those of you who
have known me only since I held the roles
of professor, researcher, and administrator,
may not know that I was not always the
most self-assured, assertive person. Dale’s
loving support empowered me, over time,
to make bold choices and to be the best
that I could be…and I cannot thank him
enough for that (and many other things.)
Mark Fischman reminded me of three
important rules for speakers: Be sincere,
be brief, and be seated. I will try to follow
that advice. He, and Dale, also told me to
insert some humor. I make the disclaimer

Beverly Ulrich

now that any humor you find in this talk will
be purely unintentional.
I have titled my talk, A Series of Fortunate
Events. I have chosen just five of them; there
were more. These events are examples of
things that happened to me over my career
that, as you will learn, were key to enabling
me to achieve the professional accomplishments that Mo so expertly described.
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Fortunate Event #1
To address my first Fortunate Event I need
to provide a little context. It began when I
was an undergraduate Physical Education
(PE) major at East Stroudsburg University
(ESU), in my home state of Pennsylvania.
I chose this major to combine my vocation
with my avocation, having grown up in the
countryside doing outdoor activities and
sports. At ESU, being able to perform a
wide range of sport skills was requisite, but
more importance was placed on science
and educational theory, which appealed
to me. I did well in my classes, played on
the women’s tennis team, and ultimately
landed a job before I graduated (not common in 1973).
And now we’re getting to the truly
fortunate part. In an effort to be progressive, ESU allowed PE majors to choose the
focus of their studies: for example, aquatics,
dance, secondary level instruction, etc. I
chose secondary. Previously, I had little
experience with young children and never
liked to babysit; I imagined the younger
end of the age spectrum was not for me.
However, the State’s certification requirements did not recognize these emphases
and all students had to take coursework
that prepared them to teach K-12. That first
job offer I signed was to teach elementary
PE. I accepted because the school district
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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was close to my home and frankly, I didn’t
know if I would get another offer. I discovered that I loved working with children
because they have so much to learn, are
full of energy, and are brutally honest! So,
my first Fortunate Event came in two parts.
I was fortunate that Pennsylvania required
me to be prepared to teach elementary
PE and that my first professional job was
at that level, which I didn’t just like, I loved.
Fortunate Event #2
The second Fortunate Event was really a
series, kicked off by a goal my husband
set for himself. After both of us taught in
public schools for four years, while coaching and earning our masters degrees, Dale
decided to pursue a Ph.D. at Michigan
State University (MSU) I planned to go
along for the ride and return to teaching
PE after he got a university job.
One of the three part-time jobs I held
during our first year in East Lansing, was
as a supervisor in Vern Seefeldt’s Motor
Performance Study. That longitudinal project
included a sport skill instruction program
for children. The instruction was provided
by undergraduate PE majors; supervisors
edited their lesson plans, mentored them,
and helped manage classes. Among my
fellow supervisors were the motor development graduate students and, of course,

Vern Seefeldt, John Haubenstricker, and
Crystal Branta. I was impressed with the
enthusiasm and camaraderie among the
students and faculty; they were simply a
joy to be around. As I learned about the
research, the motivation for it, and how
motor development was approached at
MSU, I decided I wanted to enroll in the
doctoral program. Fortunately, Vern Seefeldt
agreed to take me on as his mentee and,
he had an opening for a graduate assistantship directing the Early Childhood Program (a spin-off of the Motor Performance
Study) designed for preschoolers. I found
myself, happily, moving farther away from
my undergraduate goal of focusing on high
school-aged kids!
At MSU I learned about the stage
sequences for fundamental motor skills
(FMS) that Vern and John had studied
and described. These stages (or phases)
were based loosely on Piagetian Theory
that children progress through a series of
qualitatively different whole-body patterns
of coordination as they improved in their
ability to perform tasks such as throwing,
kicking, running, and jumping. Over time,
research led to Piagetian Theory losing
support in developmental psychology and
increased interest in theories referred to as
Dynamic Systems Theories, Complexity
Theory, and Chaos Theory. So, my confi-
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dence in FMS stages waned as well. But,
via another Fortunate Event, that story was
to be continued.
Fortunate Events #3 & #4
Dale’s first academic position after earning
his Ph.D. was at Southern Illinois University.
When I completed my Ph.D, I was offered
a job there as well. Our department chair
at that time was Mike Wade. After a few
years in Carbondale, both the Wades and
Ulrichs received opportunities to move on
that were too good to refuse. As we all were
preparing to leave, Mike very graciously
introduced me to Esther Thelen (Fortunate
Event #3.) He knew she was in the process of moving to Indiana University (IU),
as Dale and I were, and would be joining
the Psychology Department. Ultimately,
she hired me as her postdoc (Fortunate
Event #4.)
Working with Esther turned my world
upside down- in the best ways. Shortly
after arriving at IU she organized a yearlong study group of faculty from varied
disciplines; we discussed articles that led
to and tested Dynamic Systems Theories.
I not only learned to “talk the talk,” which
at first seemed like a lot of jargon to me,
but also that I could understand, better
than before, the principles that underly
the emergence of and change in complex
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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behaviors. This took my thoughts back to
the FMS I learned about at MSU. Instead
of thinking of those qualitative changes in
patterns of performing skills as innate, they
became attractor patterns, ones that, given
sufficient practice emerged spontaneously,
yet shifted into new configurations as childrens’ biomechanical and neural control
subsystems improved. Dynamic Systems
Theory began to ground my ideas about
not only the development of neuromotor
control, but also my thoughts more broadly,
concerning many of life’s complex issues
from politics to social relationships. Most
important to my career, I collaborated with
Esther on many research studies and publications; with her, I extended my pediatric
experience further. We studied babies from
one-month-of age on.
As I subsequently transitioned from the
Psychology Department into a faculty position in Kinesiology at IU, I began to develop
more clearly my own niche, working first
with my husband, Dale, and then with my
graduate students, postdocs, and other
collaborators. I strived to build a research
agenda that I thought of as a continuum,
starting each series of studies with relevant
questions focused on basic science, leading to transitional studies, and building on
those, ultimately, to test early interventions.

Fortunate Event #5
In 1998 I was encouraged to apply for
the position of Director of the Division of
Kinesiology at the University of Michigan.
After nearly 14 years at Indiana, the time
seemed right to venture into new territory;
and, I got the job. This new role, while
daunting, also presented many opportunities. I was excited because research was
a priority at Michigan, with emphasis on
graduate programs and undergraduate
student research engagement; deans
were expected to maintain their scholarly activities, and collaborations across
campus were strongly encouraged for
all faculty. Michigan has strong Schools
of Engineering and Medicine, as well as
an excellent Department of Psychologyperfect for my own research goals. The
Provost and other Deans were eager to
see Kinesiology succeed. With their support, which included financial investment
in ways to grow our research agenda,
and the hard work of our faculty, staff,
and students, our research and graduate
programs grew, while we maintained our
strong, very competitive undergraduate
programs. We reached prominence in our
field aligning us with the other Schools on
our campus and, thus, we were granted
the right to transition from a Division to a
School. I felt privileged to be our School’s
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founding dean and grateful to the many
people who contributed to its success.
Bringing My Series of Fortunate
Career Events to Closure
After ten years as Dean of Kinesiology at
Michigan and several additional years on
the faculty, I felt my ability to maintain the
level of productivity I expected of myself
and the hours needed to do so, wane. I

What is Sea Legs?
Thomas Stoffregen (FNAK #482, University
of Minnesota) was recently a cited expert
on the television game show Jeopardy!
The trivia clue was “Kinesiology Expert
Tom Stoffregen says most people get
these and stop stumbling around the
deck within 36 hour of setting sail.” The
category was “legs”.
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started to think about other things I loved
to do but had put off too often, due to job
demands. I was reminded as well that my
very dear friend Esther, sadly succumbed
to cancer before she was able to take the
early retirement from academe she had
planned so she could start writing children’s’
books, among other things. My goals were
less focused but, like hers, geared toward
a different pace of life. In my retirement

I have found opportunities for more civic
and political engagement, time to travel
and spend more quality time with friends
and family, and many other things I love to
do. But, I have to say that your selection
of me as the 2020 Hetherington Award
recipient is, by far, the best closure to my
career I could imagine.
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H etherington A ward R esponses

Amazement, Gratitude and Humility
Scott Kretchmar, Ph.D. (FNAK #330) 2021 Clark Hetherington Award Acceptance Speech.

A

n award like this is not a prompt for
self-congratulations, but rather a time
for profound amazement (Did this really
happen to me?), immense gratitude (Can
I even begin to count the people to whom
I owe so much?), and a high degree of
humility (Would anyone who really knows
me doubt that good fortune has had as
much or more to do with this honor than
anything I’ve earned, let alone, deserved.).
These are not hollow words. Good fortune
intervened early in my life.
When I was a toddler, my father was
studying for his doctorate in physical education at Columbia University under Jesse
Feiring Williams and Harry Scott. On a
fall Sunday afternoon in a park across the
Hudson River, I briefly escaped from my
parents’ watchful eyes, ran from the picnic
grounds into an adjacent parking lot, and
was struck by a car. None of the car’s
wheels even touched me. I escaped with
a double fractured skull. Talk about good
fortune!!
I owe more than I could ever repay to
those individuals who were responsible for
putting my name forward for the Hetherington
Award. My nomination letter was written
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by Hans van der Maars, Cesar Torres,
and David Wiggins and was signed by 9
others—Brad Cardinal, Jane Clark, Chuck
Corbin, Lou Harrison, Hal Lawson, Karl
Newell, Deb Rose, Mo Weiss, and Alison
Wrynn. Remarkable! Protocol would have
me thank all 12 of them for this very kind
gesture, but I want to thank them more for
being my friends, for being companions
for our mutual travels on the highways and
byways of this discipline called Kinesiology.
We have shared research ideas, baseball
games, and rounds of beer. Your friendship means far more to me than any award
I could ever receive.
Before I tell a few stories, I want to compliment the Academy because, it has earned
it by working against some intellectual headwinds. Thanks to the likes of Plato (the
idealist), Descartes (the dualist) and de la
Mettrie (the materialist), the human body
has been ignored, denigrated, artificially
separated from mind, and treated as if it
were merely a machine. Academy members
have resisted falling prey to these biases and
distortions. Year after year, our programs
honor the value of human movement in all
its majesty and complexity. To its credit, the

Scott Kretchmar

Academy has consistently invited speakers
from across the sciences, social sciences,
humanities and kinesiology-related professions to its annual meetings.
I attribute this to the following. We appreciate the complexity of the problems we
are attempting to solve. We believe in
the significance of theory and excellent
scholarship but also understand we can
gain valuable knowledge from insightful
practitioners. We appreciate the fact that
no isolated sub-discipline and no single
research methodology can get us to the
bottom of most of our questions. While we
often work alone in our laboratories and
offices, we are also now working more
regularly together. Our project today is
not so much one of bringing our own independently-produced puzzle pieces to a
common gathering and trying (often with
difficulty) to assemble them, but one of us
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collaborating up front in order to produce
better puzzle pieces.
Years ago, as a 23-year-old philosophy
graduate student who was told by a prominent Academy member I would never get a
job, I must say I have always felt welcome
in the Academy (and, as an aside, I have
been regularly employed). I have appreciated the many invitations I’ve received to
speak at Academy Meetings and serve as
its President. From the bottom of my heart,
I thank you for all of that.
Now, a few personal reflections. My
journey has been shaped in large measure
by three women. One of them I never met.
That was Delphine Hanna, who passed on
before I was born. While working at Oberlin
College, she became the first woman in the
United States to hold the title of Professor
of Physical Education, and she spawned
the likes of Jesse Feiring Williams, Thomas
Wood, Fred Leonard, and Luther Gulick.
The strong physical education tradition
she molded attracted both my father (first
as a student and later as a professor) and
me to that institution. Both of us learned
about human movement there, but also so
much more.
As many of you know, Oberlin was among
the first colleges to enroll African Americans
(1835) and the first educational institution in the United States to admit women
(1837). At Oberlin, both my father and I
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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learned about life, writ large, and about
the inequities that diminish the lives of so
many. Thus, what a pleasure it is for me to
receive this honor when the theme of our
Academy meeting this year is “Kinesiology’s Social Justice Imperative.” From one
perspective it is dispiriting to know that in
spite of nearly 300 years of work, we still
face serious social justice issues. However,
from another perspective, it is heartening
to see that morally-alert humans have been
doggedly persistent in making progress on
many social justice fronts.
Back to my reflections. It was Delphine
Hanna who attracted me to Oberlin, albeit
indirectly, and it was there that I discovered
I might have been born to be a philosopher. I remember a specific occasion that
may well count as the start of it all. One
of my physical education professors (who
shall remain nameless) said something in
a class one day about mind and body I
thought was mistaken, but to my frustration,
I discovered I couldn’t say why.
I looked for the tools and answers I
needed in the philosophic Bible at that time
(Jessie Feiring Williams’ The Principles of
Physical Education, then in its 8th and final
edition). Any book in its 8th edition is either
a classic that deserves to be enshrined and
required reading for everyone, or a repetitive winner on a relatively non-competitive
playing field. The book turned out to be

a little bit of both. So where to turn for
more complete answers? Good fortune
intervened to provide direction.
While at Oberlin, I met the second of the
three women who would most affect my
life in Kinesiology. It was Professor Ruth
Brunner who told me about two philosophic
radicals who, in the 1960’s, were beginning to gain national reputations—Howard
Slusher, the controversial existentialist, and
Eleanor Metheny, the unconventional symbolic theorist. I read some of their work
and was thrilled to see the sophistication
of their thinking and the new philosophic
ground they were tilling. Once again, it was
Ruth Brunner who provided that careerchanging introduction.
Lady luck smiled again. Remarkably
enough, Slusher and Metheny were both at
the same institution. For graduate work, I
would not have to choose between them. I
attended the University of Southern California
with the intent of becoming a disciple of
both. However, it turned out to be Metheny
(Hetherington Awardee #19), the third woman
to whom I owe so much, whose research
got under my skin. Her guiding question
was prescient. “How does a movement
mean?” In one way or another, I’ve been
working on answers to that very question
for over 50 years.
Metheny, in her younger days, had been
a student of Charles McCloy (Hetherington
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Awardee #2) at Iowa. When I arrived at
USC, she told me that, while she loved
physiology, she found herself asking questions that could not be answered by that
discipline alone. She moved into philosophy but never abandoned her roots in the
biological sciences.
I have followed her lead. The philosophers who most appeal to me are those
who know and respect the sciences and
social sciences--pragmatists, empiricists,
and theorists of evolution, not idealists. .
. . rather the likes of William James, John
Dewey, Johan Huizinga, Michael Polanyi,
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Alisdair MacIntyre,
and Colin McGinn to name but a few of
my favorites.
When I graduated from USC and took
a job at Kansas State Teachers College
in Emporia, Kansas, I was unaware of the
fact I had a guardian angel watching over
me—not only one up there, but also one
down here. The angel’s name was Warren Fraleigh. He had known my deceased
father, and he was keeping an eye on me.
I soon received an invitation to move from
Kansas to Brockport, New York where Warren was Dean. I helped him set a world
record—the only institution on the face
of the earth that had, or probably ever
will have, 5 Ph.D. sport philosophers on
its faculty at one time. That was in 1972
when Bob Osterhoudt, Francis Keenan,
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2
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Ginny Studer, Scott Kretchmar, and Warren
Fraleigh himself were on the same faculty.
During my 13 years at Brockport, Warren
was my surrogate father, mentor, role model,
and the one who would nominate me for
Fellow status in the Academy.
When I arrived at Penn State in 1984 as
Department Head, I received a surprise
letter in the mail. It was from Al Brown,
the President at Brockport. It read: (and I
paraphrase) “Fifteen years ago, I attended
a conference at Penn State where speakers
introduced the idea of the academic discipline of physical education. I was taken by
that notion,” he wrote. “So, I hired Warren
Fraleigh to develop a disciplinary major
at Brockport. For me,” President Brown
concluded, “it all started at Penn State.
Just wanted you to know.” He ended the
letter, “Welcome home!”
I’ve been at Penn State now as Professor
and Emeritus Professor for nearly 40 years.
My two children Matthew (now a professor
of Math and Computer Science at Denison
University) and Jennifer (Associate Director
of Admissions at UNC, Chapel Hill), went to
Penn State as honors students even though
Janet and I told them, as they approached
high school graduation, they should leave
town for their college education.
After I stepped down from my administrative role at Penn State, I was fortunate
to have Karl Newell as my Department

Head. He was a strong advocate for a
multi-disciplinary department and crossdisciplinary research. My graduate program
would not have flourished without his support. I was also lucky to have Rainer and
Julie Martens at Human Kinetics. They
provided publishing opportunities early in
the philosophy of sport disciplinary movement and helped provide visibility and
status for our fledgling subdiscipline. It’s
growth world-wide is due, in part, to their
belief in the importance of philosophy in
the field of Kinesiology.
I was blessed to have 14 PhD graduates
and a number of other scholars from institutions around the world who came to Penn
State as post docs or as grad students en
route to degrees at their home universities.
And you can only imagine my pride in being
introduced by one of my own doctoral graduates, Cesar Torres. You already know how
special he is, and you will hear much more
from him in the years ahead.
I’ve experienced much good fortune
over the years. I could not have done
what I have without Janet, my loving wife
of 53 years, at my side, the patience and
understanding of my two children, Matt and
Jen, my many good friends and colleagues
in Kinesiology and other disciplines, and
my faith. I cannot thank you enough for
this honor and indulging me by listening to
these reflections. Thank you. Thank you.
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Kinesiology’s Social Justice Imperative: Post-Conference Reflections
By Bradley J. Cardinal (FNAK #475), Oregon State University

I

n early discussions among members of the
Program Planning Committee, it was clear
that social justice has for too long been on
the “one day” list of many within the discipline
of Kinesiology. Toward that end, Wednesday,
September 22, 2021, the first day of the
Autumnal Equinox, marked what we hoped
would become known as “day one” of the
National Academy of Kinesiology’s journey
toward social justice. While starting on the
second day of the waning gibbous phase of
the Moon, the Academy speakers illuminated
attendees on Kinesiology’s Social Justice
Imperative, which was the theme of this
year’s meeting; our 90th anniversary meeting.
As is a hallmark of Academy meetings,
speakers addressed the meeting’s theme
from a range of perspectives (i.e., cellular to
societal). Their work engaged diverse audiences, using a multitude of approaches, and
in a range of settings. Boyer’s (1996) forms
of scholarship – i.e., teaching and learning,
discovery, artistic creativity, integration, and
application – were adeptly displayed.
The presenters challenged us collectively
and individually to question the status quo
of the discipline and to transform human
NAK Fall 2021 Volume 43, No.2

understanding by infusing justice, equity,
diversity, and inclusion (JEDI) within all that
we do. This included the classic triumvirate
of teaching, research, and service, as well
as extending into areas such as advocacy,
public engagement, and policy. We were
also challenged to ask hard questions of
ourselves: What has the National Academy
of Kinesiology done to advance JEDI within
the discipline (and within itself)?
The Program Planning Committee, like
some of the attendees, asked other hard
questions, such as: Can one meeting over
the course of three days make a difference? Where do we go from here? What’s
next? These are all fair questions, and the
answers may never be known.
That said, there is some early evidence
that the meeting mattered. For example,
faculty and students at California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo
(who purchased an institutional registration
for the meeting) held the first of a series
of planned “watch parties” on Thursday,
October 7th. Select presentations from the
meeting were shown and conversations
ensued. More events like this are being

planned throughout the year.
An Academy Fellow from the University of Texas at Austin has reached out to
see about using specific presentations in
conjunction with “book club” professional
development for faculty and students, and
for use by their departmental diversity,
equity, and inclusion committee to stimulate discussions about concrete steps that
can be taken to create and promote more
equitable physical activity experiences and
opportunities.
“One day or day one? You decide!”
Consistent with the symbolic meaning of
the waning gibbous phase of the Moon
(i.e., a time of fellowship, gratitude, and
reflection), I also wish to extend my sincere
appreciation to all who made this year’s
program the success that it was. This
includes those who served on the Program
Planning Committee – Arigatou (Japanese);
NAK@90 Presidential Committee – Asante
(Swahili); Executive Committee – Danke
schön (German); session Speakers, Moderators, and Sponsors – Gracias (Spanish);
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the 2020 and 2021 Hetherington Award
recipients, their nominators, and the Award
Committee Chairs and members – Grazie
(Italian); the New Fellows, their Sponsors,
and the New Fellow Respondent – Merci
(French); the technical support staff who
assisted with the Hopin virtual meeting
platform – Khop kun (Thai); and all who
attended including the NAK Fellows, individual guests, and institutional registrants
– Xiè xiè (Mandarin).
The program will also live on in perpetuity
because all of the sessions were recorded,
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and because the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Kinesiology’s 2021 Meeting:
Kinesiology’s Social Justice Imperative will be
published in the journal Kinesiology Review
in early 2022. Special thanks to the journal’s
Editor-in-Chief, David K. Wiggins (FNAK
#483, George Mason University), Julia S.
Glahn, Senior Journals Managing Editor, and
all those at Human Kinetics who are helping
to make this a reality.
Finally, for all that she does on behalf
of the Academy, including everything she
did to make this year’s program both a

reality and a success, as well as her incredible personal support and friendship, my
heartfelt gratitude to Kim Scott, Business
Manager. Her devotion to the success of
the National Academy of Kinesiology is
inspiring – Thank you (English)!
“Pass it on!
Reference
Boyer, E. L. (1996). From scholarship reconsidered
to scholarship assessed. Quest, 48(2), 129–139.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00336297.1996.10484184

Call for Nominations for the Hetherington Award
The Hetherington Award was established
in honor of Clark W. Hetherington to provide recognition for an Academy Fellow’s
service to the National Academy of Kinesiology and for contributions specifically
related to the purpose of the Academy
as an organized group of professional
and academic leaders in kinesiology
and physical education. Such service
and contributions may include:
1. Production or stimulation of
needed research.
2. Contributions of philosophical and/
or scientific concepts.
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3. Effective dissemination of
professional knowledge through
writing, speaking, and/or teaching.

emyofkinesiology.org/SubPages/Pages/
Hetherington%20Award.

4. Direction of theses and dissertations
where significant contributions have
been made.

Completed nominations shall include: 1)
a current vita of the nominee; and 2) a
nomination letter of support summarizing
the nominee’s unique contributions to the
field, per the criteria listed above. Note:
Nominations must be made annually as
there will be no automatic carry-over of
previous nominees.
Please send nominations to the Chairperson of the Awards Committee (Tim
Gavin; gavin1@purdue.edu) by February
1, 2022.

5. Active participation and service as a
member of the Academy and its affairs.
Any Academy Fellow (Active or Emeritus) who
has retired from his/her professional position
is eligible for this award (Article X, Section 1,
By-Laws 1999). No one may receive the award
twice. A list of previous Hetherington Award
winners may be found at https://nationalacad-
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H onoring P eople , P laces , P rograms ,
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and

M ore :

Sponsorship Opportunities within the National Academy of Kinesiology
By Bradley J. Cardinal (FNAK #475), Historian and Ronald F. Zernicke (FNAK #503), Past-President

T

hanks to the efforts of the NAK@90
Presidential Committee and through
the generosity of individuals, institutions,
or collections thereof, each of the National
Academy of Kinesiology’s 2021 scientific
sessions was supported by and brought
honor to people, places, programs, and
more. Specifically,
• A collection of NAK Pedagogy Fellows
honored NAK Fellows Daryl Siedentop
(#264) and Lawrence F. Locke (#240),
• A Consortium of Canadian Universities
honored Canadian NAK International
Fellows,
• Auburn University honored NAK Fellows from Auburn University,
• The Big 10 Academic Alliance (née
Committee on Institutional Cooperation) honored NAK Fellows from Big 10
Universities,
• The University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill honored NAK Fellows from
UNC at Chapel Hill, and
• Former students, advisees, and faculty
colleagues honored Professor Eliza-
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beth M. Roberts,
University of Wisconsin on her 101st birthday (see attached
powerpoint slide
shown at the beginning of the annual
meeting session to
honor Dr. Roberts)
This built on the sponsorship granted by the
University of Northern
British Columbia, Canada,
in support of the Academy’s annual meeting in
Bellevue, WA in 2019.
As the above examples showcase,
people, places, programs, and more can
be supported through session sponsorship, purchasing banquet tables, and/or
sponsoring specific lectures. These are all
excellent ways to celebrate achievements
or milestones, honor colleagues or mentors,
or recognize individuals, programs, institutions, or organizations. This is an enduring,
meaningful, and public way to honor people

who have influenced, inspired, mentored,
and supported you in your life and career.
It also builds upon an idea that originated
with the 2020-2021 Awards Committee,
Chaired by Lynda B. Ransdell (FNAK #579,
Boise State University) in collaboration with
Senior Member-at-Large of the Executive
Committee, Jennifer Etnier (FNAK #525,
University of North Carolina, Greensboro).
Collectively they gave considerable atten-
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tion to the idea of identifying more ways
to recognize Fellows, as well as possibly
others from outside the Academy. This is
something the Academy previously did
do. For example, Brace (1953) lists the
following awards:
• “Academy Publications
Award”/“Publications Award”
• “Administrative Award”
• “Creative Award”
• “Research Awards”
• “Program Citations”
And Gulick (1910) wrote about and showed
a “Certificate of Merit” that could be granted
by Fellows in the precursor to the presentday Academy.
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At present, though, the Academy may
grant only two awards, an annual Hetherington Award and a Special Recognition
Award (National Academy of Kinesiology,
n.d.). “The Hetherington Award, the highest
honor bestowed by the Academy, shall be
given annually for outstanding contributions
specifically related to the purposes of the
Academy. The Hetherington Award shall be
given only to Fellows of the Academy who
have retired from active service.” “A special
Recognition Award may be awarded…to
an exemplary organization or individual not
associated with the Academy for meritorious service to the profession.”
Whether the Academy should seek to
grant more awards is being considered.
Irrespective of that, please consider recognizing people, places, programs, and

2021-2022 NAK Executive Committee
Melinda A. Solmon, President (Louisiana State University)
Ronald Zernicke, Past-President (University of Michigan)
Bo Fernhall, President-Elect (University of Illinois, Chicago)
Thelma S. Horn, Secretary-Treasurer (Miami University)
Amy M. Woods, Senior Member-at-Large (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Sandra J. Shultz, Junior Member-at-Large (University of North Carolina, Greensboro)
Doune Macdonald, International Member-at-Large (University of Queensland)
Bradley J. Cardinal, Historian (Oregon State University)
Kim Scott, Business Manager
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more through named sponsorship of annual
meeting scientific sessions, banquet tables,
and/or individual lectures.
As the NAK@90 Presidential Committee’s
work showcases, a wide range of options are
available for doing so. If you might be interested
or if you wish to receive more information,
contact the NAK’s Business Manager, Kim
Scott, the Secretary-Treasurer, Thelma S. Horn,
(FNAK #565, Miami University) or Academy
President, Melinda A. Solmon (FNAK #472,
Louisiana State University).
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